The SPARC photoinjector RF gun consists in the BNI7SLAC/UCLA 1.6 cell structure designed to resonate at 2856 MHz in the % mode. It will be demonstrated by a numerical modelization based on gjjpiiRFISH code combined with the LC-circuit analysis that the two oscillating modes of the system usually indicated as 0-mode and 7t-mode (the operating mode) are in reality a %/3-mode-like and a fl-mode-like. The consequences on the definition of the coupling coefficient and on the use of mode-separation based RF measurements are described.
The SPARC gun
The SPARC photoinjector gun consists in the BNL/SLAC/UCLA 1.6 cell structure designed to resonate at 2856 MHz in the % mode [1] . The electromagnetic field in the two cells is coupled through an aperture on the axis. The size of the aperture determines the coupling of electromagnetic power between the two cells. The two resonant modes ( fig. 1 ) are usually identified by 0 and % modes, being the fields in phase in the low frequency mode and in phase opposition in the high frequency mode ( fig.2 ). However within the dispersion curve nomenclature [2] according with the coupled-circuit analog of capacitive coupled cavities ( fig.3 ) both 0 and % modes exist only for half-cell terminations on both ends, considering as half-cells half length cells with conducting planes inserted in the center plane of symmetry,. In a lumped element model the resonant f re q U ency f or a ce n i s represented by (JO^= 1A/(LC) and the cell-to-cell coupling by k=2C/C a . The dispersion relation for a such system is
giving the frequency range over which an infinite chain of cells with cell frequency 0% can oscillate for a particular mode distribution such as TM 0 io. 
Different terminations and tuning conditions affect these results. This is the case of the SPARC gun. In the following paragraph the effect of terminating and tuning in such system on the oscillation modes will be considered.
LI. Effect of termination in the oscillation modes of a two coupled cavity system
Following the approach described in ref. [3] we can study the gun system starting from the first half cell by using gupg^f jJ5jj code with different boundary conditions. Two types of conditions can be imposed: Neumann (E t =0, electric mirror, corresponding in the equivalent circuit to i n +i=i n ) an d Dirichlet (H t =0, magnetic mirror, corresponding in the equivalent circuit to i n +i=-i n )-The Neumann-Neumann condition and Neumann-Dirichlet conditions on the half cell give respectively the frequency of the 0-mode and % mode of an infinite chain of capacitively coupled resonators described by the dispersion relationship (1) . Coupling the half cell to an equal frequency full cell, the Neumann-Neumann condition gives a 0-mode and a 27c/3-mode and Neumann-Dirichlet gives a 7i/3-mode and a 7t-mode. This modes identification can be immediately retrieved from the general solution (3) for a chain of N=4 oscillators ended by half cells, that can be obtained mirroring the half+full cell structure respect to the end plane. The Neumann condition corresponds to closing the boundary by a metallic plate, while the Dirichlet condition is only a mathematical condition that is nonachievable and is equivalent to a perturbation of the full cell whose frequency rises from (% to CDR-VCl+k), i.e. of 2 MHz (fig.4) . In fact in the first case the full cavity without losses can be described by a LC-circuit with an impedance Z=jaL+l/jcoC, while the Dirichlet condition can be represented by the addition of a shunt capacitor C a with a current i n +i=-i n giving an impedance Z= jaL+1/ jcoC+2/ jcoC a . This means that, in order to get the field flatness in ft-mode in the physical situation with metallic plates on both ends, it is necessary to perturb the full cell rising its frequency (of 2 MHz) to the frequency value of the full cell closed by Neumann-Dirichlet conditions. The summary of the excited modes and relative frequencies in these different situations are reported in tables 1 and 2. The above frequency perturbation of the full cavity corresponds to shift the modes 0 and 2TC/3 in a system composed by an half+full cell closed by metallic plates on both ends to the modes %/3 and % of an infinite chain of capacitively coupled oscillators. In the real situation the end full cell is not closed by a metal plate, since it is perturbed by a tube starting at the iris plane for the beam passage. This is a third type of boundary condition (open) that in terms of equivalent circuit corresponds to have i n +i=0. The beam tube can be simulated in the lumped-constant model by a shunt capacitor C a with the open condition corresponding to an impedance Z= joL+1/ jcoC+2/ jcoC a . This gives a frequency increase of 1 MHz to the full cell frequency (that becomes C0R-V(l+k/2)). As a consequence in the coupled system composed by half cell+full cell+tube the 0 and % modes do not longer exist and the resonant frequencies of the whole structure correspond to %I4 and 3TC/4 modes. This modes identification can be immediately retrieved from the general solution for a chain of N=3 oscillators ended by full cells with open condition on both ends, that can be obtained mirroring the half+full cell+tube structure respect to the z=0 plane. For this kind of termination the field amplitudes are sin-like instead of cos-like [4] :
Since the tube increases the full cell frequency of 1 MHz, in order to get fieldflatness in 7i-mode it is necessary to detune the full cavity of only 1 MHz by reducing the cavity radius (table 3) . The field in the two modes before and after the full cell perturbation is shown in figures 5,6. In conclusion in a half+full cell system two physical situations are possible:
1.
End iris closed by metal plate (in this case equal frequencies give 0 and 27t/3 modes) 2.
End iris with beam tube (equal frequencies give %/4 and 37C/4 modes) In both cases the amount of correction can be derived from 0 and % modes of an infinite chain of capacitively coupled resonators that can be found by gUPERpjgjj calculations with different boundary conditions on a single half cell. 
